
 
The clouds hung low, the sun was subdued, and the air noticeably cool.  So is it now and then 

in the middle of spring, when the change from winter to summer is not as smooth as wished.  Rightly 
so only a few bundled souls strolled the Salzburg streets.  In similar fashion, confronted with a 
complicated, difficult, and at times disheartening challenge of providing all people with adequate 
medical care, only a few press on; Schloss Arenberg and those who visited this past weekend 
belonged to these few.  With a clear sight of the week’s purpose, faculty, fellows, and staff at Schloss 
Arenberg started the week off proper with Sunday night’s splendiferous welcome dinner, followed by 
an early bed time.  Before following suit, the faculty acquainted themselves with each other and 
prepared to deliver the newest and best information regarding ophthalmology the following 
morning. 

 
The week began with a long two first days, highlighted by lectures from Course Director Dr. 

Gary Lelli Jr and Co-Course Director Dr. Susanne Binder.  Dr. Lelli’s talk gave fellows vital insight into 
the treatment of eyelid and adnexal trauma, while Dr. Binder illuminated retinal therapies in her talk, 
the “Current Status of Cell Derived Therapies for Retinal Degeneration.”  Moreover, throughout the 
week the faculty were available to the fellows as colleagues, readily answering questions and 
concerns following each lecture.  As the week progressed, however, the quality and relevancy of 
lectures did not diminish.  Indeed, in similar fashion to the surgery itself, Dr. Charles Cole’s lecture, 
“Cataract Surgery and Glaucoma,” increased clarity for many fellows, and was accordingly referenced 
heavily in the seminar evaluations.  Additionally, although arriving first later in the week, Dr. Simon 
Brunner delivered a riveting talk, “Retinal Vascular Occlusions: An Interdisciplinary Approach,” 
making clear, among other points, the necessity of future cooperation between medical fields.  All in 
all, fellows were treated to talks from the world’s leading Ophthalmologists and learned much 
regarding the approach of diagnostic and treatment options, as well as specific techniques such as lid 
reconstruction, uveitis treatment, and ARGUS II implantation, to name a few.  Their praise, and some 
critique, for the seminar, combined with dramatically improved test scores showed both 
attentiveness and comprehensive learning and understanding, on the fellows’ part, were achieved 
over the course of the week. 

 
When fighting an uphill battle, the shortest distance to one’s goal is through hard work, but 

even the most motivated now and then are obliged to rest and refocus.  In allowing for maximum 
efficiency of the seminar, the week’s Wednesday afternoon afforded fellows and faculty alike the 
opportunity to tour the city and surrounding area, either to the Sound of Music or clinking hangers as 
they perused the luxurious attire offered in the narrow passageways of downtown Salzburg.  Of 
course, nothing invigorates nor provides renewed impetus than success due to hard work, and by all 
measures this week was a success.  In typical fashion, Friday night celebrated the week’s progress, 
but took advantage of the exuberance to bestow a vision of further cooperation and sharing 
between fellows and their colleagues.  And despite sadness at the great week’s passing, the fellows 
retired Friday evening with optimism glistening in their eyes, eager to return home and begin their 
new charge. 
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17th of April, Sunday. Sitting in the airport of Vienna waiting for my flight to Salzburg one lady came 
to me and asked me “Are you an Ophthalmologist?” I said “Yes” she said that she was an 
Ophthalmologist too who’s taking part in AAF for the third time and offered me to pick up the taxi 
together. While trip to Schloss Arenberg I was impress by the mountains and green tries surrounding 
the castle. My room was on the 4th floor with two windows with a splendid view. After welcome 
reception where we were introduced to the Dean of Faculty (Wolfgang Aulitzky), course director 
(Gery Lelli, Jr.) and all the teachers then we enjoyed very tasty dinner and had a chance to be 
introduced to each other. The atmosphere was very friendly and calm. After that I want to sleep 
looking forward coming week. 

18th of April, Monday.  The weather wasn’t friendly, it was raining, but I woke up due to birds signing 
and not due to my alarm.  After breakfast the seminar started.  The Pre-Seminar Test was quite 
interesting and a little bit challenging: we all came from different countries and we all had different 
tactics and protocols. But we had to choose only one answer. Looking thru the schedule, I’ve noticed 
that it was logically combined and covered practically all brunches of Ophthalmology excerpt for 
Refractive Surgery and Neurophthalmology. 

 The first lecture of Dr. Gary J. Lelli (the course director) was dedicated to Eyelid and Adnexal Trauma 
which was quite rare in my practice but quite interesting to listen and I’ve noted that the tactics in 
Belarus are mostly the same.  After the coffee break Susanne Binder, the co-course director (I’ve 
heard about her a lot from my colleagues) presented lectures about vitreomacular disease surgical 
tactics and management. Until now, I can say, that both presenters gave us more information that 
we could apply in our practice, shared their advice and asked about our points of view.   After the 
lunch we’ve listened one more lecture about Anti-VEGF Therapy and then we had some workshop 
where Dr. Gery J. Lelli talked about How to present a Caseandsome Case Presentations followed from 
the Faculty teachers.  After the dinner, with a small group we went to observe the town and after 
coming we went to Armenian Lounge. There we played and had a chance to communicate and share 
more not just about health care system, but also to talk about history and culture of our countries. 
Went to bad exhausted but happy.   

19th of April, Tuesday.  Woke up at 6.30…during breakfast and coffee had a chance to communicate 
with colleagues from other countries, with whom I didn’t have chance to talk previously. Then 
seminar has started. Benjamin Levine, MD, gave us two lectures about Open Globe Injuries and 
Inpatient Consults, in my practice I face to such types of injuries but only during my shifts, so I put 
some notes thinking how to apply given information in my practice. I think by my arrival home I will 
share some thoughts and my notes with my professor and the Head of my Department. 

Before coffee brake we had Group photo with Faculty… 

Then we had two lectures (Dr. Sarju Patel, MD) about Scleritis and Posterior Infectious Uveitis. Wow 
it was amazing!!!! As for me, it’s the most difficult branch of ophthalmology for diagnosis and for 
treatment, a big gap in my knowledge. The pearls given in this lectures wave very informative, with 



many slides, including pictures, diagnostic tools and tests, treatment tactics and presenters advises. 
During the lectures we asked questions about everything that we couldn’t understand. Later in my 
room I’ve tried to memories this information to share it with the Faculty for they can put this 
information in their lectures. During the lunch we were discussing given information and sheering 
our opinion. After that fellows started their case presentations. Mine was 7th one. I must say I was 
anxious and a little bit nervous, but due to the friendly atmosphere and support of my new course-
friends I succeed. In my presentation I put up some discussible questions and it was interesting to 
listen to my colleague’s opinion as well as the Faculty’s. Before dinner we had some time to spend it 
in the town, with girls of course we went to the shopping Mall. After quite tasty dinner we continued 
our discussion in Armenian Lounge, it has become great tradition and I’ve noticed that more and 
more fallows joined us. We talked about everything and then a gay from Albania suggested listening 
to the folk and popular music of our countries, so we could share out cultures and traditions to each 
other.  

20th of April, Wednesday.  My ordinary morning has started at 6.00a.m. During the breakfast we’ve 
discussed how will we spend our free afternoon?  

Charles Cole, MD, lectures’ were most important to me and useful for my practice as I’m cataract and 
refracting surgeon. So, for me it was interesting to listen about and Cataract Surgery and Surgical 
Management of Glaucoma. Well, Glaucoma is often seen in my Cataract patients, although I’m 
always ready to face it but never too much information to listen. So I’ve asked questions and made 
notes. During the lecture I also asked my neighbors (doctor from Spain and Slovakia) weather they do 
the same. So we exchanged experience.  

The weather was great, so during the coffee break we set outside and then Dr. Charles Cole joined us 
and we continued discussion. After the break we had lectures about Macular Surgery and Retinal 
Detachment treatment (Dr. Christiane Falkner-Radler, MD). The Dean of our Faculty, professor, is 
serialized in Retinal Detachments so I will share this new details with her, so she could apply it in her 
practice. 

After the lunch we went to excursion. A guy from Austria had his license so we decided to rent a car 
to visit some mountains, lakes and sightings around Salzburg. After the dinner we’ve we shared out 
impressions about the day at the Armenian Lounge…so it has become a good tradition…  

21th of April, Thursday. Again the weather was very friendly, it was sunny and warm outside. After 
the breakfast we had lectures about OCT, Diabetic Macular Edema and Vitrectomy. Well, sometimes 
diabetes is a problem for ophthalmologists, because usually it doesn’t depend only on our treatment 
but should be observed in cooperation with endocrinologists. As for me, before my fellowship I had 
practice at the Medical Retina department so I was interested in OCT reading in Diabetes. Now I can 
fulfill my knowledge and add it to my practice. After the coffee break we had a lecture about Tearing 
in general Ophthalmology (Dr. Benjamin Levin) which is mostly prevalence in my cataract and 
refractive practice, and then lecture of managing complications during cataract surgery (Dr. Charles 
Cole) which I was waiting from the beginning of the day. Some important pearls of how to behave in 
challenging cases during cataract surgery. You always should be ready for the complications which 
may accrue during the surgery, so I’ve noted some new techniques to apply in my practice. Also, 
sometimes I have trainees so I think I will share this information with them too to fulfill their 
knowledge.  



It was the second day of case presentations, so after the lunch we’ve continued listening to our 
fellow colleagues. Before dinner we had some time to go to the town and have some beer and walk 
over the town. Later at night, we had Chamber Music Concert….as well known, Salzburg is a home 
city of Mozart. It was amazing to listen to some of his masterpiece in accompaniment with violin and 
piano. At that night we went to the karaoke.   

22th of April, Friday. Well, last day….That day in the morning we had two lectures about Retinal 
Vascular Occlusions (Dr. Simon Brunner) It was very informative to listen to some approach in 
treatment. Coffee break…and last lecture about Eyelid Cancer (Dr. Gary Lelli Jr.) before the post-
seminar test. Eyelid Cancer is not often but seen in the practice of refractive and cataract surgeons, 
but always challenging.  

I don’t know what the results of the test were, but at the graduation dinner Dean of Faculty 
(Wolfgang Aulitzky) told us that the results of post-seminar test were on 60-70% higher than the pre-
seminar tests results. Hope I did it good.  

After lunch we had last opportunity to visit beautiful Salzburg, to buy some souvenirs, to make some 
photos. The Graduation Dinner was great event although the atmosphere was very friendly, it was a 
little bit sad. For the last week we all became so close, we all were from different countries, but 
seemed to face the same problems in our practice.  

Wolfgang Aulitzky has told his final speech, presented the certificates, we made photos with Faculty. 
I was surprised and happy when the called my name giving me the certificate for the excellent Case 
Report (one of 5). 

Tomorrow departure early in the morning….on my way back home I was thinking and trying to 
analyze all that I acquired during this week and thinking the best way to apply it in my practice.  

At the End, I want to thank the Faculty and Administration of Schloss Arenberg for giving us such a 
great opportunity to spend a wonderful week in Salzburg, to gain new knowledge, to exchange our 
experience with the colleagues.  

  Amina Haddad.   

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 


